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     “This is the hour of pride and power, and Talon and tush and claw. Oh, 

hear the call!- Good hunting all that keep the Jungle Law!” It was those 

few first words written by a somewhat unknown author that inspired 

people everywhere. Rudyard Kipling was the author of the well known book 

called “The Jungle Book”. His writing is still popular today as some people still 

do plays and movies.


	 Rudyard Kipling was born in Mumbai, India. He didn’t have the best 

childhood because when he turned six years old, his parents sent him to 

England to have a formal British education. He had to live in the 

Holloway's foster home where his foster mother was extremely brutal. She 

despised Kipling so she beat and bullied him and was cruel and mean. 

When Kipling was eleven years old, his birth mother Alice came to England 

and rescued her son from the Holloway's foster home. Alice wanted to try 

to calm his mind, so she took her son on a vacation and placed him in a 

school in Devon, United Kingdom. At that school, Kipling discovered his 

talent for his writing and eventually becoming the editor at the school 

newspaper. Kipling married an American named Caroline and they had 

three children. They lived in Vermont and it was the happiest years of his 

life, where he wrote his most famous book “ The Jungle Book”. 
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Unfortunately his oldest daughter died of pneumonia when she was seven 

and then his son died in battle during World War I. When the Kipling family 

heard that their son John was missing in battle they all went to France to 

look for him, but they never found his body. 


     All of Kipling’s writings reflected his family, his life and his travels. After 

his children died his work changed and became more sad and depressing 

and wasn’t as popular as his earlier writings. In 1907 Kipling received the 

Nobel Peace Prize for literature for “ his remarkable talent.”


Kipling wrote many short stories, a few books and poems. The poem “If” is 

one of my favorite of his and it is to his son. I like this poem because It is a 

calm and meaningful poem with advice on how he should live and act. 

Some people say that the famous book “The Jungle Book” was inspired 

by the British Imperialism in India. Anne Litz, Obsolete Librarian thinks that 

Mowgli represents the British. He sees that the Mowgli’s stories have 

hidden meanings and he believes that Mowgli overcoming the powerful 

Share Khan stands in place of the British Imperial.  I am not sure if this is 

true,  but I would say it is a very interesting theory. I believe that Kipling 

wrote The Jungle Book because he was inspired by growing up in India 

and being around and seeing all the different kinds of wild animals. His 

time at Holloway’s probably scarred him and he could have wished that he 
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was back in India with his family. I have always liked The Jungle Book 

because I love the poems, the animals and their adventure. I also like all 

the action Mowgli goes through to get to the human village. The wolves 

take care of him for as long as they could. They taught him the Law of the 

Jungle and to run with the pack and they treated the man cub as if it was 

one of their cubs. The Jungle Book is a story about where people belong 

and people relate to it. 



